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[1] Plasma in Titan’s ionosphere flows in response to forcing from thermal pressure
gradients, magnetic forces, gravity, and ion‐neutral collisions. This paper takes an
empirical approach to the ionospheric dynamics by using data from Cassini instruments to
estimate pressures, flow speeds, and time constants on the dayside and nightside. The
plasma flow speed relative to the neutral gas speed is approximately 1 m s−1 near an
altitude of 1000 km and 200 m s−1 at 1500 km. For comparison, the thermospheric neutral
wind speed is about 100 m s−1. The ionospheric plasma is strongly coupled to the neutrals
below an altitude of about 1300 km. Transport, vertical or horizontal, becomes more
important than chemistry in controlling ionospheric densities above about 1200–1500 km,
depending on the ion species. Empirical estimates are used to demonstrate that the
structure of the ionospheric magnetic field is determined by plasma transport (including
neutral wind effects) for altitudes above about 1000 km and by magnetic diffusion at lower
altitudes. The paper suggests that a velocity shear layer near 1300 km could exist at
some locations and could affect the structure of the magnetic field. Both Hall and
polarization electric field terms in the magnetic induction equation are shown to be locally
important in controlling the structure of Titan’s ionospheric magnetic field. Comparisons
are made between the ionospheric dynamics at Titan and at Venus.

Citation: Cravens, T. E., et al. (2010), Dynamical and magnetic field time constants for Titan’s ionosphere: Empirical estimates
and comparisons with Venus, J. Geophys. Res., 115, A08319, doi:10.1029/2009JA015050.

1. Introduction

[2] The coupled ionosphere‐magnetosphere dynamics at
Titan are difficult to understand for several reasons. The
geometry is complicated because the direction to the Sun
and the direction of Saturn’s magnetospheric flow relative to
Titan can differ greatly from one Cassini flyby to another.
The spherical nature of Titan’s neutral atmosphere also
makes analysis more difficult since it is not easy to separate
vertical (i.e., radial) and horizontal variations of ionospheric
variables along the Cassini spacecraft track. Several
approaches to understanding Titan’s ionosphere are needed,
including 3‐D global models of both the neutrals and the

plasma [e.g., Ledvina and Cravens, 1998; Ma et al., 2004,
2006, 2007; Ma, 2008; Brecht et al., 2000; Modolo and
Chanteur, 2008; Kabin et al., 1999; Ledvina et al., 2008],
but in this paper we take a simple empirical approach to the
dynamics and magnetic field by using data from several
Cassini instruments. We estimate thermal and magnetic
pressures, and using these pressures we estimate flow speeds
and time constants in the ionosphere for some dayside (T17
and T18) and nightside (T5) Cassini flybys.
[3] Plasma in Titan’s ionosphere flows in response to

forcing associated with thermal pressure gradients, magnetic
forces (i.e., J × B, where J is the current density and B is the
magnetic field), gravity, and ion‐neutral collisions. The flow
of ions and electrons plays a key role in controlling densi-
ties, the magnetic field, and temperatures in the ionosphere.
The magnetic field is induced in the ionosphere as part of
the interaction of the ionosphere with the external plasma
flow in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Ionizing solar radiation
affects the dynamics by creating ionospheric plasma on the
dayside, thus resulting in day‐to‐night pressure gradient
forces.
[4] Ip [1990] used a 1‐D single‐fluid MHD approach and

Keller et al. [1994] used a 1‐D multifluid (five ion species,
each with their own velocity and density) MHD approach to
predict that on the ramside magnetic flux was carried by
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downward plasma motion from the magnetic barrier into the
ionosphere. This scenario is similar to what happens at
Venus during high solar wind dynamic pressure conditions
(see review by Luhmann and Cravens [1991], Cravens et al.
[1984], Shinagawa et al. [1987], and Shinagawa and
Cravens [1988]). Keller and Cravens [1994] applied a
five species hydrodynamic code to the wakeside ionosphere
(assuming radial magnetic field lines) and found that the
plasma flow was mainly upward and became supersonic in
the topside ionosphere. These geometrically simple 1‐D
MHD models were followed by a multispecies 2‐D MHD
model [Cravens et al., 1998] and a single‐fluid, 3‐D MHD
model [Ledvina and Cravens, 1998]. Ledvina and Cravens
[1998] showed that Saturn’s magnetic field drapes around
Titan, forming a magnetotail including Alfven wings, in
qualitative agreement with the picture of the Titan interac-
tion derived from the Voyager 1 encounter data [cf.
Neubauer et al., 1984]. The Ledvina and Cravens 3‐DMHD
code had low spatial resolution and did not include a real-
istic ionosphere, but this model was soon followed by
higher‐resolution MHD simulations [Kabin et al., 1999; Ma
et al., 2004, 2006, 2007]. Ma and coworkers’s 3‐D MHD
simulations [Ma et al., 2004, 2006, 2007] are single‐fluid
(i.e., momentum equation) and multispecies (seven ion‐
species continuity equations) and take into account iono-
spheric processes by including ion‐neutral collisions, ion
production, and ion loss (i.e., chemistry). More recently, Ma
et al. [2007] included Hall terms, which appear to be
important for the Titan interaction. Backes et al. [2005] and
Neubauer et al. [2006] also described models of Titan’s
interaction and the associated magnetic field structure.
Hybrid simulations have also been carried out for the Titan
interaction in order to account for the large gyroradii of heavy
ions in the upstream magnetospheric flow [e.g., Brecht et al.,
2000; Sillanpaa et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2007;Modolo and
Chanteur, 2008], but these simulations have rather low res-
olution and do not deal with ionospheric processes very well.
[5] Plasma and field measurements have been made by

instruments onboard Cassini [cf. Hartle et al., 2006] for
many Titan flybys. The overall view first formed with
Voyager 1 measurements (and subsequent modeling and
interpretation) was that the incident plasma flow was sub-
magnetosonic and was diverted around the obstacle formed
by Titan without a bow shock but with draped magnetic
field and a magnetotail. The Cassini mission has confirmed
the Voyager picture that there are induced magnetic fields
near Titan, but Cassini also made the first measurements of
magnetic field in the ionosphere itself. Many details of the
external plasma interaction with Titan still elude explana-
tion, and in particular, the structure of the ionospheric
magnetic field (and the associated dynamics). And Cassini

measurements demonstrate that the upstream magneto-
spheric conditions at Titan vary significantly from flyby to
flyby (see the review chapters by Gombosi et al. [2009] and
by Mitchell et al. [2009]).
[6] Even when 3‐D plasma simulations (see earlier re-

ferences) generate results that agree with measurements
made by the Cassini Orbiter along the spacecraft trajectory,
a simple physical interpretation of these results (at least for
the ionosphere) has been difficult to formulate. Part of the
problem is the complicated mix of solar and external flow
geometries alluded to earlier. For example, for the T5
Cassini flyby of Titan, the subsolar point and the subram
(for the external flow) point were on the opposite sides of
the satellite, whereas for the T18 flyby the subsolar point
was about 90° from the subram point. For different flybys
the upstream magnetospheric conditions are also different
[e.g., Hartle et al., 2006], depending on where Titan is in its
orbit and whether or not it is in the plasmasheet or lobes of
Saturn [Rymer et al., 2009; Bertucci et al., 2008, 2009].
Another part of the problem might be that, for the iono-
spheric part of the plasma interaction, a great variety of
physical processes are contributing to the dynamics and to
the structure of the magnetic field. Not all these processes
are included in every numerical model. For example, some
numerical models of the plasma interaction do not allow
magnetic diffusion through the lower boundary and, thus,
into the lower atmosphere.
[7] The hope for the current paper is that the empirical

estimates being described will help in the interpretation of
Cassini data and numerical simulations pertaining to the
ionospheric part of the Titan plasma environment. Section 2
of the paper contains a brief review of some relevant mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) theory. Section 3 presents some
Cassini plasma and field data for T5, T17, and T18. Section 4
presents our empirical estimates of ionospheric plasma flow
speeds and the associated time constants, calculated using the
Cassini data. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the implications of
these estimates for Titan’s ionospheric plasma and magnetic
field structure, respectively. Section 7 is a brief summary of
the results.

2. MHD Theory for Titan’s Ionosphere

[8] The ionosphere of Titan contains a large number of
ion species as well as electrons [cf. Cravens et al., 2006;
Wahlund et al., 2005; Coates et al., 2007]. In a fully mul-
tifluid plasma description, all species have their own den-
sities, velocities, and temperatures [cf. Schunk and Nagy,
2000; Cravens, 1997]. In the current paper, we use a
single‐fluid MHD approach [cf. Cravens et al., 1997] to
estimate the overall flow velocity of the ionospheric plasma
and the associated time constants.

2.1. Single‐Fluid Momentum Equation

[9] The single‐fluid momentum equation can be written as
[cf. Cravens, 1997]:

�
@u
@t

þ u � ru

� �
¼ �r pe þ pið Þ þ J� Bþ �gþ ��in u� unð Þ

ð1Þ

Table 1. Geometrical Information for Cassini Flybys Used in This
Study

Flyby
Flow

Solar Zenith
Angle External Latitude

Magnet. Cond.a

(Saturn Local Time)

T5out 130° (night) ram polar Plasmasheet (5.27)
T17in 30° (day) wake low lat. Unclassif./bimod

(2.27)
T18out 85° (day/terminator) flank high lat. Lobe‐like (2.27)

aMagnetospheric conditions from Rymer et al. [2009].
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where u is the single‐fluid plasma flow velocity, r is the
mass density of the plasma (i.e., the sum of msns over all ion
species s), B is the magnetic field, J is the current density,
nin is the ion‐neutral momentum transfer collision fre-
quency, and un is the neutral flow velocity. The single‐fluid
flow velocity is well‐approximated by the sum of msnsus
over all ion species, divided by the total mass density of the
plasma. The value of ms is the mass of ion species s and us is
the velocity of this species. The thermal pressures for
electrons and ions are given by pe = ne kB Te and pi = ni kB
Ti, respectively. The total ion density is denoted ni and by
quasi‐neutrality is assumed to be equal to the electron
density, ne (in the absence of negative ion species). The
value of kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and Te and Ti are the
electron and ion temperatures, respectively. Equation (1)
describes the acceleration of a parcel of plasma in
response to the net force per unit volume on this parcel. The
magnetic field in a MHD description is found using the
magnetic induction equation (Faraday’s law plus a gener-
alized Ohm’s law).
[10] The Lorentz force term in equation (1) is often

rewritten using Ampere’s law (minus the displacement
current):

J� B ¼ �r B2
.
2�0

� �
þ 1

�0
B � rB: ð2Þ

The quantity B2/2m0 is “magnetic pressure”, pB, which can
be grouped with the thermal pressure in equation (1) to give
a total pressure.
[11] For slow (i.e., submagnetosonic) ionospheric flow,

the following simple expression for the velocity can be
found using equation (1):

u� un ¼ 1

��in
�r pe þ pið Þ þ J� Bþ �g½ �: ð3Þ

The ion‐neutral momentum transfer collision frequency
(nin = kin nn) is proportional to the neutral density and
decreases rapidly as altitude increases. We use collision
coefficients (kin) for N2 and CH4 from Keller et al. [1994]
[also see Schunk and Nagy, 2000]. Note that if r nin is
large enough (i.e., which happens in Titan’s ionosphere
below about 1300 km), then the term in brackets is small
and the plasma is tied to the neutral gas (i.e., u ≈ un).
[12] In this paper, we use equation (3) to roughly estimate

the quantity u′ = ∣u − un∣ using empirical data in several
ways. Cassini measurements are obtained along the space-
craft path and do not by themselves provide a 3‐D, or time‐
dependent, picture of these quantities. For example, the
direction of the pressure gradient force is not entirely
obvious from the measured variation of pressure along the
spacecraft path. Either physical reasoning or global model-
ing can be applied to remedy this deficiency. For some of
our estimates (e.g., for T17) based on equation (3), we
assume that the gradients are primarily vertical (i.e., radial)
and we roughly determine numerically the derivative of
pressure with respect to altitude. A vertically directed
pressure gradient is probably a reasonable assumption in the
middle of the dayside (i.e., T17) where photoionization by
solar radiation dominates the overall ion production. For
other estimates we simply approximate the pressure gradient
as “measured” pressure divided by a “reasonable” scale‐

length (L). As will be discussed later, we will use two
different estimates of L—one for typical vertical scales
(L ≈ Lver) and another for typical horizontal scales (L ≈ Lhor).
A rough estimate of u′ is thus obtained (neglecting the gravity
term in equation (3)) and is given by:

u
0�� �� ¼ u� unj j � pthermal þ pB

L��in
ð4Þ

The J × B term for this expression was approximated as
magnetic pressure (pB = B2/2m0) divided by a length‐scale L,
and the thermal pressure gradient force was approximated as
thermal pressure (pthermal = pe + pi) divided by a length‐scale
L. We separately estimated the vertical flow speed produced
by the gravity term alone (i.e., this would apply if the total
pressure was uniform): u′ ≈ g/nin (downward). “Transport”
time constants can be obtained from the flow speed estimates
using t ≈ L/u where L is again either Lver or Lhor.

2.2. Magnetic Induction Equation

[13] Magnetic fields were observed in Titan’s ionosphere
and are induced by the interaction of the external magne-
tized plasma flow with the ionosphere. In MHD theory
Faraday’s law is used to determine the evolution of the
magnetic field [cf. Siscoe, 1983; Cravens, 1997]:

@B
@t

¼ �r� E ð5Þ

The electric field is found using the fluid electron momen-
tum equation, which is in this case called a generalized
Ohm’s law or GOL [Priest, 1982; Siscoe, 1983; Cravens,
1997]:

E ¼ �u� Bþ 1

nee
J� B� 1

nee
rpe þ �Jþ small inertial terms

ð6Þ
where the Ohmic resistivity is given by

� ¼ me�e
nee2

ð7Þ

me is the electron mass, e is the magnitude of the electron
charge, and ve is the sum of the electron‐ion and electron‐
neutral collision frequencies. Expressions for the various
electron and ion collision frequencies (with neutrals or ions)
used in this paper can be found in Keller et al. [1992, 1994]
or in Schunk and Nagy [2000].
[14] The first term on the right‐hand side (RHS) of

equation (6) is the motional electric field, the second term is
the Hall field, the third term the polarization field, the fourth
term the Ohmic resistivity term, and the last term accounts
for inertial effects (usually neglected). Often, all but the
motional and Ohmic terms are neglected and equations (5)
and (6) together take the form of a convection‐diffusion
equation for the time evolution of the magnetic field:

@B
@t

¼ r� ðu� BÞ � r � ðDBr� BÞ ð8Þ

where the magnetic diffusion coefficient, DB, is given by:

DB ¼ �=�0 ¼ me�e
�0nee2

: ð9Þ
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The first term on the RHS accounts for transport of magnetic
flux due to plasma flow, and the second term is a magnetic
diffusion term. As explained in numerous textbooks, for the
ideal MHD case (no resistivity), DB = 0 and magnetic flux is
said to be “frozen” into the plasma flow. Keller et al. [1994]
determined for Voyager conditions that the electrical resis-
tivity becomes large enough below about 1000 km in the
ionosphere [Keller et al., 1994] for the magnetic diffusion
term to become important (i.e., Ohmic dissipation of elec-
trical currents takes place).
[15] In this paper we estimate the relative importance of the

magnetic “convection” and diffusion terms in equation (8)
and we also estimate other terms in equation (7). The trans-
port time constant for the magnetic field (or for the plasma
in general) is given by t ≈ L/u, and the magnetic diffusion
time is of the order of tD ≈ L2/DB. The magnetic Reynold’s
number is the ratio of the diffusion time to the convection/
transport time constant and is given by Rm ≈ Lu/DB. The
appropriate length scale for magnetic diffusion in the lower
ionosphere, where this is relevant, is almost certainly the
vertical scale, Lver, and this will later be used in these es-
timates. For large values of Rm the field is frozen into the
flow. We will confirm that the Rm ≈ 1 transition occurs
somewhere between 800 and 1000 km for Titan.
[16] At Titan, the Hall and polarization terms can also be

important in the ionosphere, and are, in fact, included in the
global Hall MHD model of Titan of Ma et al. [2007]. We
will also present estimates of these “nonstandard” MHD
terms [cf. Siscoe, 1983] using:

�B
�t

� �
nonStd

¼ � 1

n2ee
rne �r pe þ pBð Þ: ð10Þ

The polarization part of equation (10) can be rewritten as:

�B
�t

� �
nonStd

¼ � kB
nee

rne �rTe

� kBTe
e

1

Lhor

1

Lver
ð11Þ

where Lver is a vertical scale‐length and Lhor a horizontal
scale‐length. As discussed by Shinagawa et al. [1993] with
reference to the ionosphere of Venus, the polarization term
is small if variations in the electron density and temperature
are primarily vertical, but for regions (i.e., at dawn or dusk)
with significant horizontal variations in ne (and primarily
vertical variations in Te) then measurable magnetic fields can
be produced. To summarize this discussion, equation (11)
suggests that for maximum effect of the polarization term
the gradients in electron density and temperature should be
orthogonal.

3. Cassini Data for the Ionosphere

[17] Data from several Cassini flybys are used to make
estimates of various quantities discussed in the last section.
We have chosen T5 (nightside), T17 (dayside), and T18 (the
terminator region). We also looked at data from another
nightside flyby (T21) but the results were similar to the T5
results and we will not show them. Neutral densities mea-
sured by the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) for
the major species (N2 and CH4) are used in finding the

collision frequencies needed in both the momentum and
electrical resistivity terms. INMS neutral density measure-
ments are described by Magee et al. [2009] and Cui et al.
[2009a], and the densities we used (for day and night) are
essentially the same as presented in these two papers.
[18] Electron densities and temperatures are also needed

and we used values measured by the Radio and Plasma
Wave Science (RPWS) Langmuir Probe as described by
Wahlund et al. [2005] and Ågren et al. [2007]. The single‐
fluid MHD approach does not require knowing the detailed
ion composition, but we assume that the average ion mass
is ≈29 amu (C2H5

+ and HCNH+ are particularly important
species in Titan’s chemically complex ionosphere) in line
with Cassini INMS ion composition measurements [Cravens
et al., 2006]. The total ion densities measured by the INMS
are in overall agreement with the RPWS electron densities
except below 1000 km or so, where ion species heavier than
100 amu appear to be abundant (and were not measured by
the INMS). Magnetic field information from the Cassini
MAG experiment is used [e.g., Backes et al., 2005; Bertucci
et al., 2008].

3.1. Nightside—T5

[19] Figure 1 is a schematic of the magnetospheric inter-
action with Titan for the T5 encounter and the Cassini tra-
jectory (as seen in projection from above). Figure 2 shows
electron densities and temperatures measured during the
outbound portion of the T5 flyby by the Cassini RPWS
Langmuir probe [cf. Ågren et al., 2007]. The densities and
temperatures measured for T5 inbound are very similar to
outbound values. Furthermore, the RPWS electron densities
agree well with the total ion density measured by the INMS
below an altitude of about 1500 km [see Ågren et al., 2007,
and Cravens et al., 2006].
[20] Figure 3 shows density profiles for N2 and CH4

measured by the INMS for T5 outbound.
[21] Figure 4 shows some magnetic field components

measured by the Cassini MAG experiment for T5 (inbound
and outbound) in TIIS coordinates (x is in the nominal
corotation direction, y is toward Saturn, and z completes the
right‐handed coordinate system, i.e., northward). The mag-
netic field near CA is oriented with respect to the radial
direction by about 45°; that is, the field has a large radial
component. This is a bit surprising given that the trajectory
is in the ram part of the satellite for the interaction (see
Figure 1) and that from models one would naively expect
the magnetic field to be draped and to be almost horizontal
[e.g., Ma et al., 2006]. The observed presence of magnetic
structure deep in the ionosphere evident in Figure 4 (also
observed on other passes) suggests that the magnetic field
extends into the lower atmosphere (below the spacecraft
closest approach) and perhaps into the lower atmosphere
and interior.
[22] Figures 2–4 show various quantities for T5 plotted

versus altitude, but as mentioned earlier, the spacecraft
spends about 600 s below an altitude of 1500 km (from
inbound, through closest approach (CA) at 1027 km to
outbound) and during this time it travels about 3000 km,
mostly horizontal. Latitude, ram angle, and solar zenith
angle all change along this track in addition to altitude.
[23] Thermal pressures (pth = pe + pi = nekB(Te + Ti) were

calculated using the measured quantities shown in Figure 2
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plus an ion temperature of 200 K (this is ≈50 K in excess of
the neutral temperature). Only one set of measured ion
temperatures exists for Titan and, with large scatter, shows
that below about 1500 km Ti is about equal to the neutral
temperature of ≈150 K and that above this altitude Ti begins
to increase [Crary et al., 2009]. In any case, Te significantly
exceeds Ti in the ionosphere [Roboz and Nagy, 1994] and
our approximation should be reasonable. Magnetic pressure
(B2/2m0) was calculated with the data shown in Figure 4
(outbound). The T5 outbound pressures are shown in
Figure 5. Thermal and magnetic pressures are comparable
below about 1200 km and both slowly increase with altitude
(or, more accurately increase along the spacecraft track
outbound). The total pressure is not constant along this track
so that a force imbalance exists that drives plasma down-
ward along this track (and perhaps also in some unknown
direction perpendicular to the track).
[24] T21 is a nightside pass for which the electron density

is about half what it is for T5, but like T5 the thermal and
magnetic pressures are comparable at low altitudes. Our
dynamical deductions for this pass were quite similar to
those for T5 and we will not show the results.

3.2. Dayside—T17

[25] The T17 Cassini flyby occurred entirely on the day-
side and the peak electron density was high in comparison
with T5 (i.e., ne ≈ 3000 cm−3 versus about 1000 cm−3). T17
also took place in the downstream and wake region of the
magnetospheric interaction. The electron temperature was
not too different during T17 than during T5 (1000 K within
50% or so). The magnetic field strength below 1500 km was
quite low on T17 (a couple of nT or less). Figure 6 shows
pressures plotted versus altitude. Thermal pressure signifi-
cantly exceeds magnetic pressure below 1500 km.

3.3. Terminator Region—T18

[26] Closest approach for the T18 flyby took place near
the terminator (solar zenith angle ≈91°) and the outbound
pass took place in a “twilight” dayside ionosphere. Figure 7
displays RPWS densities and temperatures and Figure 8 dis-
plays the magnetic field. Not surprisingly, densities are larger

Figure 1a. Schematic of magnetospheric interaction with
Titan during the T5 encounter as viewed from above the
Saturnian equatorial plane and from the side. Cassini trav-
eled through the polar nightside ionosphere. Some schema-
tic plasma streamlines are shown in red and some possible
day‐to‐night neutral wind directions are shown as black ar-
rows. Adapted from Ågren et al. [2007].

Figure 1b. Schematic of magnetospheric interaction with Titan during the T18 encounter.
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for T18 than for T5 but less than for T17 [Ågren et al., 2009].
For T18, the magnetic field near CA is oriented almost
horizontally (i.e., this is consistent with draping) with a
field‐strength of about 5 nT. Recall that the upstream
magnetospheric conditions at Titan can vary significantly
from flyby to flyby (compare reviews by Gombosi et al.
[2009] and Mitchell et al. [2009]). Figure 9 shows calcu-
lated pressures. Thermal pressure dominates over magnetic
pressure in the altitude range between 1000 km and 1500 km,
but magnetic pressure is more important both at lower and
higher altitudes. The total pressure is not constant along the
track, although the variations are both positive and negative.
[27] For each flyby in this study we calculated the mag-

netic diffusion coefficient using the collision frequency
formulae given by Keller et al. [1994] plus neutral and
plasma densities (and temperatures). Figure 10 shows the
calculated diffusion coefficient for the T18 outbound pass.

4. Empirical Estimates of Flow Speeds and Time
Constants in the Ionosphere

[28] The dynamical equations presented in section 2 were
combined with Cassini data in order to estimate ionospheric
flow speeds. The velocity estimates require knowing the
pressure gradients, but this is difficult to do with just mea-
sured data along the spacecraft track without knowing the
3‐D structure of the ionosphere. That is, do the measured
variations represent changes in pressure (or some other
quantity) in the radial and vertical direction or in the hori-
zontal direction, or a combination of both (plus perhaps
intrinsic time variations)? We adopt two extreme assump-
tions, which might “bracket” the real situation: (1) that the
variations are entirely vertical with a single scale‐length Lver
(chosen to be ≈100 km as discussed later), or (2) that the
variations are entirely horiztonal with the scale‐length Lhor
(chosen to be ≈500 km as discussed later). Admittedly, these
scales are somewhat arbitrary, but we will choose values that
are plausible, and in some ways might represent minimum
and maximum scales rather than strictly “vertical” or “hori-
zontal” scales.

[29] Consider first some variations of measured electron
density and temperature for T5 (Figure 2). The electron
density decreases by a factor of two between 1400 and
1500 km— a vertical length scale of ≈100 km. On the other
hand, the electron density is almost constant between about
1100 km and 1400 km (i.e., a vertical scale‐length in excess
of ≈300 km). Perhaps more relevant are the pressure varia-
tions shown in Figure 5. The total pressure has a significant
variation over a vertical distance of Lver ≈ 100 km. Figure 5
also includes, on the righthand side, a scale showing the
spacecraft time on the outbound leg of T5. Near closest
approach the spacecraft is mostly moving horizontally at a
speed of close to 6 km s−1. A significant pressure variation is
evident over a time period of ≈100 s which corresponds to a
distance along the spacecraft track of Lhor ≈ 500–600 km.
[30] Similar reasonable Lver and Lhor estimates were made

for the T17 and T18 passes. For example, the electron
density for T17 (Figure 6) near 1200 km decreases by a
factor of two to three over a 100 km altitude range. Similar
variations can be seen in the T18 pressures (Figure 9). But
again, if we assume that the variations are mainly horizontal
then the appropriate scale‐length is close to ≈500 km rather

Figure 3. Densities of molecular nitrogen and methane
versus altitude measured by the Cassini INMS for T5 out-
bound. Modified from Cravens et al. [2008b]; copyright
2008, with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 2. Electron density and temperature versus altitude measured by the Cassini RPWS Langmuir
probe for T5 outbound. The time at Cassini along the outbound trajectory is shown on the right‐hand side.
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than ≈100 km. The data figures in Cravens et al. [2008b] for
T5 and in Robertson et al. [2009] for T17 and T18 provide
both vertical and horizontal scales. Figure 7 in the current
paper also shows a time scale from which a distance along
the spacecraft track (roughly horizontal) of Lhor ≈ 500 km
can be seen to be reasonable.
[31] In addition to using estimated length scales, for T5

and T17 we also directly applied equation (3) to the vertical
direction and evaluated the pressure gradients using dp/dz ≈
Dp/Dz with Dz = 10 km. The velocities produced by an
unbalanced gravity term (only the rg term on the righthand
side of equation (3)) were also estimated. The overall ion
flow velocity is a combination of u′ and the neutral wind
velocity (un), and the figures also show characteristic
vertical (wn ≈ 10 m/s) and horizontal (un ≈ 100 m/s) [cf.
Muller‐Wodarg et al., 2000, 2003, 2008; J. M. Bell et al.,
Simulating the global mean structure of Titan’s upper
atmosphere using the Titan global ionosphere‐thermosphere
model, submitted to Planetary and Space Science, 2009]

flow speeds, although these are probably more like upper
limits, depending on latitude and local time.
[32] The results from these estimates will be shown in the

following sections.

4.1. Estimates for T5 (Nightside)

[33] Figure 11 shows estimated vertical and horizontal
flow speeds (u′ = ∣u − un∣) for T5. The smooth “gravity
only” plasma speed profile and “horizontal” speed profile
are similar. The “vertical” speeds are about five times
greater than the horizontal speeds due to the smaller length‐
scales adopted for the former. The curve with the large
excursions is the absolute magnitude of the vertical com-
ponent of u′ found by estimating the derivative of pressure
with respect to altitude. The velocity changes from positive
to negative several times (not all shown), but it is overall
negative (i.e., downward) and has values roughly bounded
by the smoother vertical and horizontal speed curves. Small‐
scale excursions in the data being used are generating

Figure 5. Thermal and magnetic pressures for T5 outbound and total pressure calculated using Cassini
data. Total pressure is also shown. A length‐scale bar is shown that corresponds both to 100 km and to a
spacecraft time of about 120 s (see Figure 2).

Figure 6. Thermal and magnetic pressures for T17 inbound and total pressure calculated using Cassini
data. The time at Cassini along the inbound trajectory is shown on the right‐hand side.
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small‐scale structures in this velocity and should not be given
much credence.
[34] The curve labeled “Ma et al.” is the total plasma

flow speed versus altitude profile near the flanks from a
numerical global MHD simulation for T5 (but without a
neutral wind) [cf. Ma et al., 2007]. A detailed comparison is
not appropriate between the global MHD model and our
estimates, but note that the global model speeds are
approximately the same as our empirically estimated speeds.
[35] Flow speeds increase with altitude for all cases, which

is due to the decrease of the ion‐neutral collision frequency
with altitude (i.e., in the denominator of equation (3)). The
u′ flow speed is about 1 m s−1 near 1000 km and increases
to ≈100 m−1 s near 1300–1400 km. The flow speed begins
to exceed the magnetosonic speed above 1500 km, indi-
cating that the “diffusion approximation” that we used to
derive equation (3) has become inappropriate. A dimen-
sional analysis of the single‐fluid momentum equation
(equation (1)) shows that the ratio of the inertial terms (i.e.,
the left‐hand side of the equation) to the pressure gradient
terms on the righthand side is of the order of the magneto-
sonic Mach number squared [cf. Siscoe, 1983]. Thus, if this
Mach number is small then it is a reasonable approximation
to neglect the lefthand side, in which case equation (3) is a
reasonable approximation. Note that equation (3) plus the
continuity equation gives a diffusion‐type equation [cf.
Cravens, 1997].
[36] Thermospheric winds might also contribute to the

ionospheric flow because of the un term in equation (3).
That is, ion‐neutral collisions tend to couple the plasma and
neutrals, particularly at lower altitudes where this collision
frequency is high. Thermospheric wind speeds and direc-
tions depend on many variables such as altitude, local time,
and latitude. There are no clear‐cut measurements of these
winds at Titan and numerical thermospheric general circu-
lation models differ in their predictions [Muller‐Wodarg et
al., 2000, 2003; Bell et al., submitted manuscript, 2009],
but reasonable characteristic speeds are 100 m s−1 hori-
zontally and 10 m s−1 vertically. These two speeds are
indicated in Figure 11. The neutral flow speeds for T5
become comparable to u′ values (that is, ∣ui − un∣) for
altitudes below ≈1250–1350 km. The overall plasma veloc-

ity equals u′ plus the neutral wind velocity, un, and the
overall plasma flow velocity is evidently dominated by
neutral winds at lower altitudes and by the plasma forcing
(including the J × B term) at higher altitudes. Note that
the neutral velocity and u′ are not generally going to be in the
same direction. In fact, during T5, for which CA is on the
ramside (and on the nightside), the neutral and “plasma”
flows should be roughly oppositely directed which could
lead to interesting effects near an altitude of 1300 km
(perhaps a stagnation layer?).
[37] Figure 12 shows the dynamical time constants (i.e.,

transport times associated with vertical or horizontal flow
and magnetic diffusion times) calculated using our empiri-
cally estimated flow speeds. In finding these time constants,
possible stagnation effects were neglected and the magni-
tudes of u′ and un (or wn) were simply added to find total
speeds. Also shown is the magnetic diffusion time as will be
discussed later. Cravens et al. [2008b] showed very similar
transport time constants estimated in the same way but only
including the u′ speeds. Cravens et al. [2008b] also showed

Figure 7. Electron density and temperature versus altitude measured by the Cassini RPWS Langmuir
probe for T18 outbound. A scale for time from spacecraft closest approach on outbound is shown on the
right‐hand side. And a 100 km vertical length scale is shown just above the ionospheric peak.

Figure 8. Magnetic field components in TIIS coordinates
and total magnetic field strength for T18 outbound measured
by the Cassini MAG experiment.
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chemical lifetimes for several species. Chemical lifetimes
will be discussed again later in the paper.

4.2. Estimates for T17 Inbound (Dayside) and T18
Outbound (Dayside/Terminator)

[38] Figure 13 shows estimated vertical and horizontal
flow speeds for the dayside/terminator ionosphere, and
Figure 14 shows the associated time constants. Figures 15
and 16 show the dynamical information for the dayside
(T17). Overall, flow speeds and dynamical/transport time
constants estimated for the dayside are similar to those
estimated for T5. Note, however, that vertical velocities
relative to the neutral velocities (that is, u′) tend to be
upward for the dayside and downward for the nightside (not
shown). And just as on the nightside, neutral winds are
potentially important for ion transport for altitudes below
≈1300 km. With typical neutral flow speeds taken into
account, the magnetic diffusion time becomes comparable
to, or less than, the transport time only for altitudes below
about 1000 km.

5. Discussion of Ionospheric Dynamics

5.1. Chemical Versus Dynamical Control of
Ionospheric Structure

[39] The density of an ion species, s, in a planetary ion-
osphere can be described with the continuity equation [cf.
Schunk and Nagy, 2000]:

@ns
@t

þr � nsusð Þ ¼ Ps � Ls ð12Þ

where Ps is the production rate of species s, including
“primary” production from photoionization and/or electron
impact ionization and production from chemical reactions.
Ls is the loss rate of species s including ion‐neutral reactions
and electron‐ion recombination reactions. The flow velocity
of ion species s is denoted by us, and this quantity can be
determined from a momentum equation for this individual
species (an equation similar to equation (1)) [see Schunk and
Nagy, 2000 or Cravens, 1997]. As discussed earlier, a single‐

fluid description of the plasma is often useful. The major ion
species will tend to have velocities close to the single fluid
flow velocity (us ≈ u). In any case, where u (or us) is small,
such as at low altitudes, then a photochemical equilibrium
approximation to the continuity equation becomes accurate
and the resulting set of equations (Ps = Ls) can be solved to
find ion densities (and hence, the total ion density or elec-
tron density, ne). On the other hand, for flow velocities, us
(or u) that are sufficiently high, or for small net production
rates, the transport of ions and plasma must be taken into
account.
[40] It has long been recognized that the approximate

dividing line between chemical and dynamical control for the
ionosphere for Titan is located at an altitude of ≈1400 km
[e.g., Keller et al., 1994; Cravens et al., 1998, 2008b;
Robertson et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2004; see review by
Cravens et al., 2009]. Figure 17 shows chemical and
dynamical/transport time constants for several ion species
for the terminator region of Titan (T18). Transport appears
to be important for long‐lived ion species (e.g., HCNH+,
CH2NH2

+) at altitudes as low as 1200 km, whereas for
chemically short‐lived species (e.g., N2

+, C2H5
+) the transi-

tion is located at higher altitudes near 1500 km, although
the transition altitudes could be somewhat higher since the

Figure 10. Magnetic diffusion coefficient versus altitude
for T18 outbound.

Figure 9. Thermal and magnetic pressures for T18 outbound and total pressure calculated using Cassini
data.
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length‐scales are likely in some places to be greater than
the 100 km length‐scale adopted here.

5.2. Sources of Titan’s Nightside Ionosphere

[41] Robertson et al. [2009] demonstrated, using a pho-
tochemical model that has 73 ion species and several hun-
dred reactions, that only a solar radiation source of
ionization was needed to explain measured dayside iono-
spheric densities during T17 and T18, out to solar zenith
angles of about 100°. However, Robertson et al. did not
completely explain the complex ionospheric chemical de-
tails [cf. Carrasco et al., 2006; Vuitton et al., 2007;
Krasnopolsky, 2009].
[42] Cravens et al. [2008b] and Ågren et al. [2007]

showed that on the nightside for T5 and T21, electron
impact ionization by precipitating magnetospheric electrons
was the key local ionospheric source. Note that magneto-
spheric electron fluxes were particularly high during T5
when Titan was within Saturn’s magnetospheric plasma-
sheet [Rymer et al., 2009]. Using sets of ion density profiles
measured by the INMS and averaged over several flybys to
examine day‐to‐night density ratios, Cui et al. [2009b]
deduced that day‐to‐night transport must also contribute to
the densities of chemically long‐lived ion species (e.g.,
CH2NH2

+) on the nightside. Short‐lived species exhibit
larger day‐to‐night density ratios than do long‐lived ion
species. Cravens et al. [2008b] were able to at least partially
reproduce measured densities of both long‐lived and short‐
lived ion species for T5 using both photochemical and time‐
dependent models without including day‐to‐night transport
but including auroral energetic electron precipitation. That
is, comparing the results of a nightside photochemical
model [Cravens et al., 2009] to those of a dayside model
[i.e., Robertson et al., 2009], we find smaller day‐to‐night
ratios for long‐lived species than for short‐lived species.
This can be expected just as a consequence of longer
dissociative recombination lifetimes for such species on the

nightside (i.e., lower electron densities) than on the dayside
(i.e., higher electron densities). Nonetheless, transport
effects, as discussed by Cui et al. [2009b], should be taken
into account when modeling Titan’s nightside ionosphere.
This is supported by an examination of the estimated time
constants (Figure 17), which show that transport times for
ion species such as CH2NH2

+ are comparable to chemical
lifetimes at altitudes as low as 1200 km. Clearly, systematic
model‐data comparisons including both nightside in situ
ionization sources [i.e., Cravens et al., 2008a, 2008b; Ågren
et al., 2007] and transport effects [e.g., Cui et al., 2009b] are
called for.
[43] Ideally one could use a global dynamical model of

the magnetospheric interaction with Titan but including
a sophisticated chemical scheme and other aeronomical

Figure 11. Estimated ionospheric flow speeds for T5 outbound. The curves marked vertical and hori-
zontal are speeds (u′) estimated using length scales of 100 km and 500 km, respectively. The absolute
magnitude of the vertical ion velocity calculated using dp/dz is shown and is labeled “vertical.” A total
plasma flow speed from a global MHD model for T5 [cf. Ma et al., 2006, 2007] is shown. “Typical”
vertical and horizontal neutral wind speeds are shown. The velocity estimated without pressure gradients
but with just the gravity term is also shown. Cms is the magnetosonic speed found using the empirical
data.

Figure 12. Estimated time constants for both vertical and
horizontal transport for T5 outbound determined using
Figure 11 speeds that included the neutral wind speeds.
The length scales used in the estimated speeds are indicated.
Magnetic diffusion time versus altitude is also shown.
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processes. The 3‐D MHD model of Ma et al. [2006, 2007]
currently includes seven “generic” ion species as well as
some chemistry, and dayside and nightside ion production.
In an improved model the ionospheric dynamics would
also include both the u′ plasma flow component (plasma
and magnetic forcing) and the neutral component (un),
perhaps found using a dynamical model of the thermosphere
[Muller‐Wodarg et al., 2003; Bell et al., submitted manu-
script, 2009]. The way magnetospheric and solar orientations
combine could lead to interesting ionospheric dynamical
effects. For example, when the magnetospheric flow (i.e.,
ram direction) more or less aligns with the solar direction,
then both u′ and un will align and ionospheric plasma will
simply move from day to night in a Venus‐like scenario
[cf. Cravens et al., 1983]. But when they oppose, a shear/
stagnation layer could result.
[44] Venus has some lessons for Titan. Two sources of the

nightside ionosphere were proposed for Venus and vigor-
ously debated: (1) in situ ionization due to precipitating
solar wind electrons (actually magnetosheath electrons), and
(2) transport of plasma from the dayside to the nightside,
mainly in the form of O+ ions. Fluxes of electrons (energies
of 100 eV or less) were detected on the nightside by the
plasma detector on the Veneras 9 and 10 spacecraft and
were sufficiently high to produce ionospheric densities of a
few thousand cm−3 [Gringauz et al., 1979]. Day‐to‐night O+

flow speeds of a few km s−1 were measured in the topside
Venus ionosphere by the retarding potential analyzer on the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter [e.g., Knudsen et al., 1980]. The O+

ions have large chemical lifetimes above 200 km so that
plasma is able to survive the journey from the dayside
(where solar radiation creates plasma) to the nightside. On
the nightside these ions diffuse downward and react with
CO2, thus producing O2

+ ions (the major ion species mea-
sured at the peak, both on the day and the night). Two‐
dimensional modeling demonstrated that for low or moderate
solar wind dynamic pressures, when the ionopause height is
located above about 500 km, day‐to‐night transport could
explain most of the nightside ionosphere, whereas when the
solar wind dynamic pressure was high (and the ionopause
located at lower altitudes), then the transport source did not

work [Cravens et al., 1983]. Perhaps both transport and in
situ ionization effects are contributing to the formation of
Titan’s nightside ionosphere [e.g.,Cui et al., 2009b] just as at
Venus.

5.3. Relative Roles of the Neutral and Plasma/Field
Forces for Ionospheric Plasma Flow

[45] The external plasma flow ram and the solar directions
do not always align at Titan, unlike the Venus scenario. The T5
flyby appears to be one such case (see Figure 1). For T5, the
neutral flow is probably directed from low to high latitudes
and/or from day to night, although the thermospheric neutral
dynamics are not yet well understood [e.g., Muller‐Wodarg
et al., 2000, 2003, 2006, 2008]. The part of u′ = u − un
associated with thermal pressure gradient should mainly
be in the day to night direction, but the part of u′ due to
magnetic pressure gradients will mainly be directed away
from the ram direction (i.e., from night to day). The J × B

Figure 13. Estimated vertical ionospheric flow speeds for T18 outbound (near terminator dayside). Both
u′ and a neutral vertical wind speed of 10 m s−1 are shown. The gravity only ion flow velocity is also
shown.

Figure 14. Estimated time constants for both vertical and
horizontal transport for T18 outbound determined using esti-
mated speeds that included the neutral wind speeds. The
time constant for vertical speed that was determined only
with gravity and ion‐neutral friction is also shown. The
length scales used in the estimated speeds are indicated.
Magnetic diffusion time versus altitude is also shown.
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term (i.e., magnetic pressure) should dominate at higher
altitudes. Considering the estimates in Figure 11, a stag-
nation region sometimes exists near an altitude of roughly
1300 km, where the magnitudes of u′ and un are compa-
rable. The effects of transport on ionospheric structure
could be quite different below and above this transition
altitude.

6. Discussion of the Ionospheric Magnetic Field

6.1. Role of Magnetic Diffusion in Titan’s Ionosphere:
Magnetic Reynold’s Number

[46] The induced magnetic field appears to have an
overall draped pattern with some pile‐up on the ramside and
the formation of a magnetic tail on the wakeside [e.g.,

Backes et al., 2005; Bertucci et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2006].
However, the details of the actual measured field are evi-
dently complex and not fully described as just simple
draping, particularly at lower altitudes.
[47] For example, consider the T32 Cassini flyby of Titan,

when the satellite was located outside Saturn’s magneto-
pause in the magnetosheath but had previously been inside
the magnetosphere. The magnetic field measured in the
ionosphere exhibited characteristics indicating that it had
been induced in the ionosphere during an earlier time period
when Titan was in the magnetosphere [Bertucci et al.,
2008]. Note that Neubauer et al. [2006] introduced the
concept of “fossil” magnetic fields in their discussions of
Titan’s magnetic field. These measurements of “fossil”
magnetic fields in the ionosphere demonstrate that non-

Figure 15. Estimated vertical ionospheric flow speeds for T17 inbound (middle of dayside). Both u′ and
a neutral vertical wind speed of 10 m s−1 are shown. The ion flow velocity due only to the gravitational
force balanced by friction is also shown. The vertical flow velocity found using the calculated vertical
pressure gradient (as opposed to a simple length scale) is shown—the solid lines are downward velocities
and the dashed lines are upward velocities.

Figure 16. Estimated time constants for both vertical and horizontal transport for T17 outbound deter-
mined using estimated speeds that included the neutral wind speeds. The time constant for vertical speed
that was determined only with gravity and ion‐neutral friction is also shown. The length scales used in the
estimated speeds are indicated. Magnetic diffusion time versus altitude is also shown.
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stationarity of upstream plasma and field conditions can
strongly affect the induced magnetic field patterns in the
ionosphere (and thus also affect the dynamics as the current
paper has discussed).
[48] The “convection” term in the magnetic induction

equation (8) is dominant outside the ionosphere, and even in
most of the ionosphere. Combined with the flow of plasma
around Titan, this term results in a draping pattern [cf.
Ledvina and Cravens, 1998; Ma et al., 2006]. However,
within the ionosphere itself other terms in equations (5) and
(6) also need to be taken into account. These terms are the
polarization electric field, the Hall, and the Ohmic resistivity
terms.
[49] First, we use the empirical estimates of time scales

presented earlier to estimate the magnitudes of the magnetic
diffusion and convection terms for Titan’s ionosphere. The
ratio of the magnetic convection time to the magnetic dif-
fusion time is known as the magnetic Reynold’s number [cf.
Siscoe, 1983; Cravens, 1997]—denoted Rm. Convection
dominates where Rm greatly exceeds unity, and where Rm is
of the order of unity or less, then magnetic diffusion dom-
inates. At Venus, for example, one finds that Rm � 1 in the
topside ionosphere but that Rm ≈ 1, or less, for altitudes of
about 150 km or lower. Data‐model comparisons indeed
demonstrated that magnetic diffusion (i.e., Ohmic dissipa-
tion) was an important process in the lower ionosphere of
Venus [Cravens et al., 1984; Shinagawa and Cravens,
1989; see the review by Luhmann and Cravens, 1991].
For high solar wind dynamic pressure conditions, magnetic
flux is convected downward from the magnetic barrier
(i.e., bottom of the magnetosheath) into the ionosphere (as
well as antisunward from day to night). Magnetic fields are
generated throughout the ionosphere by this convection
process, but the fields are dissipated below about 150 km
(where Rm ≈ 1).
[50] Keller et al. [1994] adopted a multispecies, 1‐D

MHD approach to studying the magnetic field in Titan’s
ramside ionosphere, using the methods of Shinagawa and

Cravens [1988, 1989]. Keller et al. demonstrated, at least
for Voyager 1 conditions, that magnetic diffusion becomes
important only below an altitude of ≈1000 km (where
Rm ≈ 1). Keller et al. also noted that for conditions in which
the ionospheric densities were quite low (i.e., such as on the
nightside) then the magnetic field could extend throughout
the ionosphere and not become zero even at the lowest
altitudes. For a 1‐D scenario (which is obviously not entirely
accurate) with a purely horizontal magnetic field (also not
really accurate even on the ramside), strong magnetic dif-
fusion control of the field (Rm � 1) implies that (see
equation (10)) DBdB/dz ≈ 0, which means that either B = 0
and/or dB/dz ≈ 0 in the lower ionosphere where DB is large.
In other words, even if magnetic diffusion dominates, the
magnetic field does not necessarily go to zero at lower
altitudes below the main ionospheric layer. However,
diffusion‐dominated magnetic field profiles should not
exhibit large gradients.
[51] We now re‐examine the role of magnetic diffusion in

the light of Cassini data using the empirically based trans-
port time constants presented earlier. Figures 12, 14, and 16
show the empirically estimated transport time constants for
the three Cassini flybys considered in this paper. We esti-
mate the transition altitude where Rm ≈ 1 (i.e., the altitude
where the magnetic diffusion time is equal to the convection
or transport time). Including the neutral flow speed
(assumed to be roughly 100 m s−1) as part of the estimated
plasma flow speed, then the transition altitude is located
near 1000 km for both T5 and T18 and is located some-
where below 1000 km for T17. But if we adopt a neutral
wind velocity of zero, then the Rm ≈ 1 transition altitude is at
higher altitudes near 1100 km. The measured magnetic field
profiles appear to exhibit sizeable vertical (and/or horizon-
tal) gradients near closest approach, which suggests that
magnetic diffusion is probably not yet the dominant process
even near Cassini’s closest approach altitudes. This in turn
suggests that the neutral wind makes an important contri-
bution to the plasma/field transport near 1000 km, at least

Figure 17. Estimated chemical lifetimes and transport time constants (horizontal and vertical) for the
ionosphere of Titan on the dayside near the terminator for T18 conditions. The estimated vertical transport
time constant from Figure 14 is included, as are chemical time constants for representative chemical
species (short‐lived, e.g., N2

+ and C2H5
+, and long‐lived, e.g., CH2NH2

+ and HCNH+). Modified from
Robertson et al. [2009]; copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier.
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for the three Cassini flybys considered in this paper. How-
ever, such a change of field direction (i.e., a current layer)
could also be the sign of a fossil field directional disconti-
nuity [Neubauer et al., 2006; Bertucci et al., 2009].

6.2. Role of the Hall Term in the Magnetic Induction
Equation

[52] It is apparent from a comparison of standard and Hall
global MHD models of the magnetospheric interaction with
Titan that Hall effects are important in the ionosphere,
although qualitatively the overall magnetic field draping
pattern is not altered by these effects [Ma et al., 2007]. Do
empirical estimates of the Hall term in the magnetic
induction equation (i.e., the magnetic pressure part of
equation (10)) agree with these numerical results? We
construct a “Hall” magnetic Reynold’s number, RmH, by
dividing the dimensional estimate of the transport time by
the time constant for the Hall term in equation (10):

RmH � neeu�0L=B � MA
L

rLiA

� �
ð13Þ

where u is the plasma flow speed and L is the relevant
length‐scale for magnetic field variations (e.g., L ≈ 100–
500 km). MA is the Alfvenic Mach number and rLiA is an ion
gyroradius calculated with the Alfven speed. Hall effects are
not important where RmH ≫ 1, but such effects need to be
included for RmH ≈ 1 (or less).
[53] We estimated RmH for Titan’s ionosphere below

about 1300 km. Taking the ion flow speed to be roughly the
neutral speed (u ≈ un ≈ 100 m s−1), the electron density to be
ne ≈ 2000 cm−3, a field strength of B ≈ 5 nT, and a length
scale in the range L ≈ 100–500 km, we find that RmH ≈ 0.7–
3.5, indicating that Hall effects are indeed somewhat
important below 1300 km, but not necessarily dominant. At
Venus, a similar estimate gives RmH ≈ 10 in the ionosphere,
indicating that the Hall term is less important for Venus than
it is for Titan. The Hall MHD numerical simulations of
Ma et al. [2007] also demonstrated the importance of the
Hall term in the Titan interaction scenario.

6.3. Role of the Polarization Electric Field Term in the
Magnetic Induction Equation

[54] The time rate of change of the magnetic field due to
the polarization electric field term in the induction equation
is given by the part of equation (10) containing the electron
pressure, pe. We estimated this contribution to the magnetic
field evolution by using equation (11). The polarization term
only makes a contribution to the induced magnetic field if
the electron density gradient and electron temperature gra-
dient are not entirely parallel. Our knowledge of the global
variations of ne and Te is still incomplete [cf. Ågren et al.,
2009] but the largest variations in both these two quanti-
ties are in the radial and vertical directions. However, near
the terminator the electron density also has a significant
horizontal gradient [Ågren et al., 2009], whereas the hori-
zontal gradient in the electron temperature is not so dra-
matic. Adopting a vertical scale length of Lver ≈ 100 km for
Te variations and a scale length of Lhor ≈ 500 km for hori-
zontal ne variations (for the ionosphere between 1000 km
and 1500 km), equation (11) gives the following estimated
value: (dB/dt)polar ≈ 10−3 nT s−1. Using an overall transport

time for the magnetic field of 104 s (see Figures 12, 14, 16),
then the field generated by the polarization term could be as
large as 10 nT, which is a typical measured magnetic field
strength in Titan’s ionosphere. The direction of the magnetic
field from the polarization effect near the dawn or dusk
terminators should be parallel to the terminator (i.e.,
orthogonal to the sun‐direction) according to equation (11),
as also suggested for Venus by Shinagawa et al. [1993]. The
polarization field contribution to the magnetic field might
also be locally important near small‐scale density structures
found on the nightside and associated with spatially variable
electron precipitation [Ågren et al., 2007; Cravens et al.,
2008a].

6.4. Role of the Neutral Wind in the Control of the
Ionospheric Magnetic Field

[55] We noted in section 5.3 that the plasma/field contri-
bution (u′) to the ionospheric plasma flow velocity could act
quite differently than the neutral wind (un) contribution
[Muller‐Wodarg et al., 2003, 2006, 2008]. In particular, we
suggested that in some cases (e.g., perhaps for T5) the
neutral wind and plasma and field parts of the plasma flow
velocity could be oppositely directed and that this could
create a stagnation and shear region near 1300 km. Not only
is the distribution of plasma in the ionosphere affected by
transport as discussed earlier, the structure of the magnetic
field is determined by transport, thus indicating that below
about 1300 km, thermospheric neutral winds are certainly
important in determining the magnetic field structure. And
in some situations, u′ and un will oppose each other, thus
producing what would otherwise be unexpected magnetic
structure near the transition altitude. Perhaps the electric
current layer (i.e., field change) evident near 1300 km in the
measured magnetic field profiles for T5 (Figure 4) can be
attributed to this effect.

7. Summary

[56] Empirical estimates of thermal and magnetic pres-
sures, ion flow velocities, and time constants using T5, T17,
and T18 Cassini data were provided and were used to make
the following key points:
[57] 1. Thermal and magnetic pressure gradient forces

opposed by ion‐neutral “friction” force determine the flow
velocity of ionospheric plasma relative to the neutral gas.
This relative speed is quite small in the lower ionosphere
(few m/s or less near 1000 km) but increases rapidly with
altitude as the neutral density decreases.
[58] 2. Below about 1300 km, the neutral wind contribu-

tion to the overall plasma flow velocity should be dominant
in most cases and needs to be included in any analysis or
numerical model of Titan’s plasma environment.
[59] 3. At lower altitudes (below about 1300–1500 km,

depending on location and on the ion species), ion‐neutral
chemical and dissociative recombination reactions control
the ionospheric density structure, whereas at higher altitudes
plasma transport becomes more important.
[60] 4. The nightside ionosphere is probably maintained

both by in situ “auroral” ionization and by transport of
plasma from the dayside.
[61] 5. The magnetic field structure in the ionosphere is

determined by transport processes for altitudes above about
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1000 km and by magnetic diffusion at lower altitudes.
Below an altitude of roughly 1300 km, the neutral wind
makes an important contribution to the transport of magnetic
flux in the ionosphere.
[62] 6. The Hall effect [cf. Schunk and Nagy, 2000] makes

a moderately important contribution to the structure of the
induced magnetic field control in Titan’s ionosphere (and
has been included in some global MHD models) [Ma et al.,
2007].
[63] 7. The polarization electric field term in the magnetic

induction equation can be locally important, such as near the
terminator, where it might produce a magnetic field aligned
with the terminator. Correctly including this term in the
magnetic induction equation requires knowledge of hori-
zontal and vertical variations of the electron temperature and
density.
[64] 8. When the ram direction of the external magneto-

spheric flow is very different from the Sun’s direction, then
the neutral wind direction and the magnetic forcing direction
could be quite different in the ionosphere and lead to pos-
sible flow shear and/or stagnation layers (probably near
1300 km altitude), and these should affect the magnetic
structure.
[65] 9. The external plasma interaction with Titan’s ion-

osphere has several features in common with the solar wind
interaction with Venus, but appears to be overall more
complicated. For example, at both objects pressure gradients
can drive ionospheric plasma flow, but whereas the flow
direction at Venus is very much from day to night, at Titan
the flow direction is not so obvious due to differences in the
flow ram direction and the Sun’s direction.
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